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Speaking in the House of Commons this afternoon, Health Secretary Matt Hancock suggested that people who refuse a covid-19 jab, will be
refused treatment on the NHS.

Hancock was responding to a question from Tory MP Liam Fox about the vaccine status of those currently receiving hospital treatment for
the so-called Delta variant.

Hancock said:

“I think that there is a material difference between the states responsibility to offer the vaccine to all adults.

And the duty that we have when somebody has not been offered the vaccine is greater than the duty we have when we have
offered a vaccine but somebody has chosen not to take it up. And there is a material difference between those two situations.”

Hancock’s colleague Andrea Leadsom interjected and said:

“Can I take (it) one step further? If I choose not to say, not to have a yellow fever jab when I am going to a place that suffers yellow fever, the
government of the united kingdom takes no interest whatsoever in my illness status. So when my right honourable friend says that he
has less of a duty, surely what he means is that he has no duty at all.
It is for people to take up the vaccine.”

Hancock replied:

“Up to a point and the point is should you take that as an absolute principle, then there is a challenge, should there be an
overwhelming demand on the NHS that would impact on others. And of course with a communicable disease, there is an impact on others in
terms of spreading the disease so we do have to have an eye to that.
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That’s why I phrased it as I did. But in terms of the argument that my right honourable friend is putting, I think she and I concur in the
broad thrust of the case being made.”

Nobody in the chamber batted an eyelid. The Secretary of State for Health said that those who refuse a covid-19 vaccine, might be left to die
if they contract a respiratory infection and the NHS is otherwise engaged, presumably treating those with vaccine injuries. Welcome to
dystopia.

Richie Allen

Richie Allen is the host of The Richie Allen Radio show, Europe's most listened to independent radio show and is a passionate supporter of
free speech. He lives in Salford with the future Mrs Allen and their two dogs.
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If our goverment start pushing the johnson and Johnson jab and it transpires that it’s boris and his dad’s jab, im off to Mars with Elon.

Report

In my humble opinion, The nhs has been used by these fuckers and it has been guilty of many things over time especially with The covid bull
shit and it’s silence! when the truth comes out it will be used again by The government as a patsy! Of which ultimately will lead to its
destruction, which is what they wanted all along! No problem, problem, reaction, solution

Report
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If you lot take this shit then you get what you deserve.

Cut them down. Limb by limb.

Report

Last edited 20 hours ago by Tony K

By Handonhiscock reasoning this means if you smoke you should not get treatment for cancer, if you are fat then no treatment for heart
disease, diabetes etc, if you drink no treatment for blood pressure etc etc. In fact the only people who should receive treatment on the NHS
are the perfectly fit and well and healthy people. Perfectly reasonable.

Report

Message well received!! If you’re fit and healthy they will soon put paid to that. They do not intend there to be an NHS.
The slogan ‘A Pill for Every Ill’ to be replaced with :
‘A Vaccine to Destroy Your Vigor!’

Report

Hi, Just wanted to comment, I am a cancer patient in a major hospital in Scotland; and on this issue (or fear) I requested a letter from our
Health Authority and my Oncologist, regarding discrimination re my ongoing treatment, and my refusal to consent to any covid treatments,
tests, or vaxes, and that I stand on my Human Rights Act 1998, and the Nuremberg code. Happily I have received a letter from them
confirming that I will not be prejudiced on any ongoing or further treatments for any illness in the future. I should add, that I have NEVER
worn a muzzle when attending hospitals or anywhere else, and the hospital never challenges me.

Report

What I’m worried about is how am I , a thoroughly UNJABBED prole , work out who the JABBED are in the long run as I’d rather not be
around their shedding ?

Report

You worried about the shedding? Wait until 50% of the adult population suddenly develops prion disease, then you can worry! Or not. Let’s
choose to free ourselves of fear. We’re doing our best to help as many people as we can understand, and prepare ourselves for a very
strange future, that’s all we can do.

Report
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The cows will be pointing at them and mooooooing……. mad people disease – no countdown, they can start right now.

Report

Just carry a small magnet with you. I’m sure it wont be long before some enterprising Chinese company in Guangdong province comes up
with a Bluetooth vaccinated person detection device complete with with flashing LED’s and built in MP3 player. Coming to the Amazon
marketplace in mid 2021 

! " " "

Report

This is where we adopt their rules – social distancing lol.
I reckon if you wear a T-shirt with UNVACCINATED on it, the like-minded will be relaxed and reassured. The vaccinated will run away
screaming! They have been trained to consider us a danger while accepting they are ‘protected ‘ by the jab.
Illogical I know, but that’s where we’re at!!

Report

Just another thought – produce our own unvaccinated passports.

Report

Forget it, they’ll be forged

Report

About terminus day…does anyone watch “The Walking Dead”? Season 2 or 3 where everyone was trying to get to “Terminus” only to find
out it was a human slaughter house.

Report

I can’t believe the Walking Dead got past the pilot let alone about 28 seasons 

!

Report

Is Bletchley recruiting?

All carefully chosen words and terminology as part of their macabre sense of humour. They must be rolling around on the floor with laughter
during these sessions.

Thinking outside the box to dump us in a box

Report
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Is there anyone who has NOT heard of Build Back Better or the Global Reset? Once the people begin dying they will finally begin to stop
lying to themselves but it will be too late by then. The only people left will be more exposed. For the record Richie, El Scorchio doesn’t begin
until you hit high 90s. I live in Phoenix, Arizona and the high today is twice what you called hot. 68 degrees? I need a coat. Yahoo ran a story
that is trying to say that at one hospital all the covid victims haven’t had the jab. It never stops.

Report

Temperature is a weird thing, it depends on what we’re used to. After winter, I’m in short sleeves at 50F sweating, if there’s a let up during
summer and the temperature drops to 65F I’m dithering and reaching for my jumper 

!

Report

The failed jockey handjob, riding us into the ground.

Report

Richie is bang on.

Hancock said today that 20% of the hospital admissions have been double v’d.

Thanks for bringing this. I can’t bear to listen to them.

Report

Yes but you’ve still got the teeny problem that the tests are 

#

 so who knows how many have or haven’t got it.

Report

I suggest an NHS rebate is in order for National insurance contributions if certain people won’t be treated, it really is sad and pathetic times.

Report

i would also add that if care home and NHS staff are being coerced into taking it and do not want to, this is illegal and modern
communication is there to organize a country wide strike. Lets see how hancock handles it when say 30 -40% of staff down tools.

Report

I have a thought on this
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People in auto enrollment pensions don’t pay national insurance…so who’s paying for the NHS??

Report

i have also thought this, when you also consider the NI threshold kept rising which in turn opted people out of contributions as there working
hrs was under the limit coupled with fallen taxes on businesses that have either closed for good or mothballed.

Report

I definitely want one! Backdated. We looked after my mum instead of putting her in nursing care (not residential care but nursing care) for
nearly 20 years, I have to go private for thyroid medication because the NHS don’t provide that type because its too expensive and I’m not
worth it, I was failing badly over years and took private tests which said extremely low adrenal function, so asked my NHS gp to refer me to
an endo as I was running out of money and thought stupidly after paying for decades I was entitled to a little TLC. Guess where I was
referred…. Mental Health. She said I might be a little over anxious just because I felt the need to source my own tests which the NHS
refused to do in the first place. Refused to even look at the test results, not even a glance. I know they can’t accept them officially but that’s
NUTS! She needs mental health more than me. The story doesn’t end there but you catch my drift.

Report

They’ve probably been ‘gagged’ and Lawyers are spineless to challenge the issue of ‘discrimination’ when someone who is strong and
healthy chooses not to have the vaccine. To state that someone who refuses it should be ‘left to die’ tells you all you need to know about this
govt.

Report

And the morons who hang on their every word.

Report

Yep, as a skinnymalink, they’ll be coercing me to get the anti-obesity and anti- diabetes jabs. They’ll start with us first, so they can claim
success. They’ll have me as their poster girl!!!

Report

Hancock needs a new name. How about Fluffer Limpcock?

Report

It goes well with Boris ‘Weener’ Johnson; Chris Ciltty; Pricktrick Vallance; Carrie ‘Gangbang Dolly’ Johnson; Dominant Cummer; and Andrea
Licksom.

Report
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Haahhaa! Made me laugh! Thank you! x

Report

*snorty laugh* 

$

. Brilliant! 

! %

Report

I was going to say ‘I aim to please’, but that’s probably Dominant’s line to the gang…

Report

&

. The Dominant Cummer gave me the biggest laugh! All hilarious, but yeh, that one is genius! 

! "

Report

They can all be renamed :

The Canker Party

Report

Why is it that most of them look like candy asses?

Report

As I am currently unemployed and do not qualify for benefits, I’m not paying into the system – else I would be right pissed off at this point. It
certainly doesn’t inspire me to find employment, regardless of my skint status.

Report

Are you managing to get by? I know its like being strangled when you can’t find work.

Report
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Yeh, I get by. Even before Covid, I found myself in a curious position after much honest reflection: namely, I have less relevant work skills in
my late forties than I did when I entered the workplace in my late teens. And companies no longer seem appreciative of argumentative and
contrary free thinkers. Besides, I have a natural knack for offending and upsetting people and these days that’s an under appreciated skill.

'

(

Report

How about a secondment to the House of Commons? We’ll all chip in!!

Report

Wouldn’t suggest you ask any of the Canker Party for any ‘benefits in kind’ !!!

Report

So fat people who cost the NHS millions as do smokers should be treated the same as us unclean non vaxed then?

What about somebody speeding and driving recklessly and having an accident , seriously injuring himself ?
Are we to leave him dying in a pool of blood on the side of the road.

Hancock is the epitome of evil.

Report

Danny, I’ll run with the unfortunate inevitability of a nasty accident befalling Mr Handpenis. are the paramedics to abdicate their duty of care
too and allow him to choak on his own fetid blood? This is what happens when there is absolutely zero opposition in debate or the school
bully going unchecked. Don’t the MOTHERPLUCKERS take an oath?

Report

The forcing of oaths is probably considered bullying.

Report

..seeing these scumbags in the house of Cretins…one understands why Jesus wasn’t keen on the taking of Oaths.

Report
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Nothing wrong with oaths and vows when they are honourable.

Report

No idea, though in religious terms it would make sense. An oath or vow binds a person to someone/something other than God.
Then again, as his original name wasn’t Jesus and the Holy Roman Church selected the best PR texts for the New Testament, who knows
what The Christ actually said?

Report

He said let your yes mean yes and no mean no. Swearing an oath gives no credence to anything because even the most upright and honest
appearing person can still turn out to be a liar. The part in Revelation where all the kings of the earth rally to fight against God, doesn’t seem
so far away now.

Report

You mean Fluffer Limpcock, surely?

Report

Back in 2006 the anti smoking, health Nazi lobby were using the argument that because smokers were harming themselves, they shouldn’t
have access to the NHS. I told people back then that if they fell for that argument, one day it would come back around for them in some way.
And here we are.
Most people forget these things. Some of us don’t.

Report

Weirdly, the smokers could outlive the jabbed

Report

Today in France where I live the prime minister has announced that the covid jab is now available for kids from the age of 12.
He also added that the jab also protects against the Indian variant whereas Whitty or valance said it wasn’t.
They are slipping up all the time but giving this monkey spunk to kids is disgusting and tantamount to child abuse.

Report
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The slips no longer matter. Idealogues rarely notice inconsistencies, and Covid has become an ideology of sorts.
I can only assume people are so desperate to believe in something that they will follow any crap.

Report

You know things are desperate when they can’t even agree on the lies, let alone keep them straight in their minds.

Report

No one seems to have picked up on this bit: “with a communicable disease, there is an impact on others”.
He didn’t specify, which must imply the government may be extending this attitude towards all communicable diseases in the near future.
Part of the ‘prevention’ plan?

Report

He’s just peeved because he’s been referred to as useless to the entire arena, albeit by another useless individual. Bless him he’s just trying
to flex his muscles to make himself look less useless. I’m just not quite sure how being a useless psychopath works.

Report

He becomes a Cyclepath for everyone to ride on.

Report

I mentioned this in the mail online comments and many of the jabbed righteous agree with him. People actually support this shit.

Report

That’s one of the most scary parts, these people have taken an experimental jab, now want segregation of society jabbed v unjabbed and
many can’t wait to give it to their kids. The psych Ops worked. I believe in freedom of choice, but if they want to segregate and deny choice
then I don’t want that type of person near me, I will segregate them as they may shed their jab crap on me or my kids.

Report

The genetically modified Fauci breath emitted from both the single and double jabbed is bound NOT to be very safe.
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Report

I sincerely hope that the supporters are the first to go.

Report

If many of the scientists and doctors are correct, all we have to do is sit back and wait. When the jabbed start dropping like flies, maybe –
just maybe – they will start to realise.
We can only hope.

Report

I want my taxes back then so I can get some decent medical treatment, something that has been lacking the last few decades.

Remember when Fauci went to the trilateral commission and instantly turned from mask skeptic to mask-o-phile. Notice how all the bad
news has turned up after the G7. They’re sucking up all the bad vibes being given off by everyone to recharge for Solstice 

!

Report

HCQ and ivermectin are both available immediately in the uk from your GP always were

Report

Jeez After what I’ve heard on the show over the last few weeks you wouldn’t get me near a hospital.

Just more scare tactics, good cop bad cop routine (him and Boris)

Can I withhold my nation insurance in light of this, I’ve been paying it for 38 years and it’s beginning to look like a bad investment.

Report

The investment was good, but if you’re denied access to it that amounts to theft.
Much like Maxwell did with the pensions.

Report

Restrictions extended Monday, compulsory vaxseens for care home staff announced Wednesday, anyone believe they came up with that on
Tuesday or do we think that was the plan all along ? So not many care home staff took up the offer of bi$$y g8s jab then? Wonder why? Now
this announcement of no treatment for those who refuse the shot. If restrictions had ended they could not have kept up the pretence of an
’emergency’. Prepare for four weeks of ramped up propaganda and terror campaigns to get that jab into as many as they can manage.
Some may weaken if they think ‘oh well, if it’s going to be compulsory I may as well get it now, at least it will be my choice to get it’. Reverse
psychology in action.They are really panicking now at what must be a low uptake if they have to resort to threats of witholding treatment. Its
going to be a test of who can hold their nerve and not weaken now in the face of blackmail, threats from the ‘health minister’ ffs….I just hope
there is a ‘special place’ in hell waiting for this basteed.
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Report

Those care workers should all simply walk out on mass. The care system would immediately fall apart and by the following morning Johnson
would be announcing a major tyre screeching you turn. They have the power if they choose to use it and stick together.
I doubt there are many people willing to work for minimum wage money wiping dirty bottoms in those wretched places.

Report

Pretty sure anyone with half a brain has already casually searched for methods of obtaining ivermectin/hydroxichloriquine over the last few
months from abroad. And failing that the vast majority of refuseniks have probably been dousing themselves with vit d/c/zinc since early
2020. So with regard to respiratory issues i think I’ll take my chances on that for myself and family rather then running to a vaccine adverse
filled hospital shoved on a ventilator and a DNR slapped on me by “medical professionals” who don’t follow the hippocratic oath and dont
provide informed consent. Maybe I’m mad. Maybe I’m in danger! But you know what? Life is precious , no one promises tomorrow and
nothing will make me take that inoculation.

Report

Been taking good amounts of vit c, not had any cold or flu symptoms for 7 years, could be all in the head, not sure, but it works for me, never
had any fear of a fake virus, hiding from something you cannot see, madness.

Report

Last week yellow card scheme declared that vaccines are unsafe for humans?

Report

They don’t look at that. MP’s brush it to one side, the jabbed public even if told do not want to know. No helping some.

Report

Reminds me of Cypher in the Matrix.

Report

Does the Government want a de facto war with a large proportion of the population, maybe 20 million of us. Are they that stupid? No, don’t
answer that….

Report
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That wasn’t a very nice thing for Matt Hancock to say especially during Pride Month.

Report

Okay then , can we have a rebate on our taxes if we are not going to get treatment through the NHS?

Report

Yeah, and the thousands of pounds I’ve paid into the N.I. scheme since I was 16.

Report

Hancock is a fucking vile vile evil human being.

Report

Totally agree, spawn of the devil. Loathsome, evil excuse of a human. Must be the most hated being in this country right now.

Report

I hope the vehicle that runs him over reverses to ensure the job is done.

Report

Imagine the queue of applicants for that job, where do I sign up? Maybe we are approaching this the wrong way, he actually feeds off the
negative vibes which surround him providing a protective barrier. If you listened to Brenda on this weeks Rchie phone-in she said she
managed to bend a fork by ‘love vibes’. If everyone sent ‘love vibes’ to wankcock I can imagine his head spinning , foaming at the mouth,
smoke coming from his ears and eventually self combusting. Ah well, we can only hope.

Report

He’s either subhuman or inhuman. I hope he poisons himself on his own saliva the little TNUC

Report
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This must become clear to you that the elite elites would NEVER touch a vaccine

Report

Forced vaccination is illegal, denying treatment to taxpayers in illegal. So Hancock is not threatening anyone who has denied it
you have to assume many of the elites have refused it – eg jesuits royals some davos set committee of 300 none will touch it

Report

…or received a ‘Hollywood Saline Shot’?

Report

The only duty the turd Hancock has to is Satan and the NWO, that is the only duty this criminal filth has! Anyway, Who would want to get
treatment from the murdering quacks in the NHS…

Report

My thoughts too. I now do not trust the health service.

Report

What do you expect? Limpcock is part of the AIDS groups – Advanced Interbred Demon Squad.

Report

I’m absolutely outraged at this cunt, the fucking bastard has given me Tourette’s fucking syndrome.

Report

Thanks for that. I haven’t laughed so much for weeks!

Report

you do not seem to post in the typical tourettes fashion, fair play abe.
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Report

another scare tactic. They are now scraping the barrel of ways to intimidate.

Report

Hancock is a loathsome pos.

Report

It’s a free choice whether you have the vaccine or not…but if you don’t, the British government (is it?) washes its hands of you. You can
expect no NHS, no education, no public transport, no nothing. Anything the government controls (and you pay your taxes for) will be
suspended or even cancelled.

Report

What a vile little man if true ……..but that must go for the whole gov too………similar to the Khmer Rouge in the 70s, when they tried
wipping out a “difficult” section of the Cambodian society

Report

I need to hold back on ol snake eyes and crocodile tears as I’ve been giving him a hard time of late!!

So I’ll just send out a quick picture message for everyone to share instead…

Ol Snake eyes didn’t make it down to Cornwall for dinner did he??

Anyway and regardless..

Report

Ah fuck him…
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HE’S A SLIMEY BASTARD!

)

Report

Less chance of the unvaccinated contracting a respiratory infection than those that have been jabbed.

My friend has had two “Experimental Gene Therapy” shots and he has been suffering from breathing difficulties which get worse when he
has to climb stairs or exert himself.
I do not bring up the subject of side-effects of the shots as he would not listen and still believes that vaccines saved mankind and Dr Andrew
Wakefield is dangerous.
He is even refusing to see any evidence that shows the contrary and believes that Billy Gates “Of Hell” is a good guy helping the world.

Report

Last edited 1 day ago by Jacob

THIS ^^^^^^^^ is the problem. The still asleep sheep. Acquiescing to everything. They make me sick, 

*

Report

But i also know its not their fault either.. These people have been brain washed.. They believe the MSN, and all of the rest of the propaganda
bollox…. They will not listen to anybody. They are happy living in their covid bubbles. This is gonna go tits up in a big way…

Report

Possible blood clots in his lungs? Still, if it kills him he can die happy knowing he was saved.

Report

So should the obese not be treated for being overweight, alocholics for liver and kidney failure? Smokers who have lung cancer? Drive at 80
mph down the motorway, no treatment for you if you crash, how far do you take it? To be honest I dont want treating for anything at a
hospital, what with many catching things, and last nights and Thursdays espisode.best of not being there maybe.

Report

If I spoke in a similar way about the vaccinated it would be considered hate speech.

Report

Of course. That’s how this works – double standards all the way.

Report
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The Richie Allen Radio Show is live Mon – Thurs  5-7pm and Sun 11am -12pm

Click the button to listen live. Stream opens in a new tab.

Support the show!

The Richie Allen Show relies on the support of the listeners.  Click the button to learn more.

This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Cookie
settingsACCEPT
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